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- Research  problem: 

There is no doubt that the referee is one of the strong pillars of 

football. He has the lead  role in the difficult conditions and he is  

subjected to various pressures before, during and after the match, these 

pressures may continue for a period of time, whether from the biased 

media or from the intolerant and motivated masses against the referee or 

from the boards of clubs that has strong influence and popularity , 

pressures of the management of important sports competitions, players 

pressures inside the stadium , in addition to  privte life pressure outside 

the scope of practice of sports. 

And some studies have pointed out that the referee in football make 

an effort equals or exceeds player effort during the match .. Therefore, 

the arbitration of important areas which require research and study in 

recent times to ensure continuous upgrading for  football level , after the 

scientific research handle on all physical and functional aspects for 

player, which led to upgrade the level of performance and development of 

the technical aspects and different ways of playing.  

During the recent period the researcher noted that football referees 

level decline despite the existence of many of the refereess of a high level 

of physical and technical efficiency, so the researcher is going to  

attribute that to the existence of some obstacles facing referees,  

Which negatively impacted on the performance of those referees in 

running the games Hence the importance of scientific study in an attempt 

to identify the obstacles facing various degrees of football referees (third, 

second, first).  
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- Research Objective: 

The research aims to try to identify the obstacles facing various 

degrees of football referees (third, second, first).  

- Research questions: 

What are the obstacles facing different degrees of football referees 

(third, second, first). 

- Search procedures:  

- research methodology: 

The researcher uses descriptive  methodology followed scanning 

style. 

- sample search: 

Sample search has been selected using intentional random manner, 

football referee from degree (third, second, first) who are registered in 

the areas of the Federation of Egyptian football, where the total number 

of sample (375) referee .. divided into (75) referee as  a sample survey  

into (25) referee from each degree, (300) as a core sample at (100) 

referee  of each degree. 

- methods and tools of data collection: 

The researcher used means and instruments of data collection as 

follow: (objectivity Note, personal interviews, benchmark survey, 

questionnaire- under research -finalized). 

- application of finalized under discussion form questionnaire: 

The researcher applicated inquestionaire form in  under discussion 

to a sample study of the core and (300) referee to(100) referee of each 

degree (third, second, first) During the period from the day which at 

20/2/2007 till day at 18/4/2007, then followed unloading data in 

preparation for processing of data statistically.  

- Statistics treatment: 
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The researcher used statistical program (SPSS / Release XII) to 

address the data statistically, and used statistical methods : (arithmetic 

average, standard deviation, testing Percentage (%) of the simple 

correlation coefficient Epperson, multiple correlation coefficient test, Ka 

2 test, the analysis of disparity in a single direction, lower test to teams 

moral , the researcher accepted at the level of statistical significance 

level of moral "05.0").  

- distillations and recommendations:  

- distillations: 

Through the research sample and procedures and systematize .. the 

researcher draw :  

1 - in what related to  football referees "third class" :  

- In what related of the axis of  "  possibilities constraints " came the 

phrases figures (2.5,9), which provides that "no adequate health care 

for the referee", " providing the good means of transportation to 

referee to reach distant clubs", "exchanging material incentives for 

privilged referee" : .. respectively in the first range" repeated " while 

phrase  No. (8), which provides that "the lack of training places and 

its distance from my residence" in the last range.  

- In what related to the axis of  "constraints of the technical aspects" 

came the phrase (No. 13), which provides that "the referee committee  

provide various training programs to raise the level of physical 

fitness to referee " in the arrangement I , whereas the phrase (No. 

18), which provides that "no substantive tests selection of the new 

referee and  upgrading tests for different degrees".  

- In what related to the-axis of "constraints  of administrative aspects" 

"The phrase  (No. 27), which provides that" no insurance umbrella to 

referee in cases of retirement and medical cases "in the first range  

whereas the phrase (No. 32), which provides that" there is constant 
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contact between the key referee committees and Subcommittee " in 

the last range.  

- In what related to the axis of "obstacles  of practice place," came the 

phrase (No. 40), which provides that "the availability  of security and 

safety factors inside the stadium" in the first range, whereas the 

phrase (No. 41), which provides that " difficulty in replacing balls 

used in games and the restoration of the lost" in the last range. 

- In what related to the axis of "constraints of external influences  

on referee" came the phrase (No. 44), which provides that "some 

players are ignorant of the new amendments to the Law of football .. 

problems occur" in the first range, whereas the phrase (No. 43), 

which provides that "the obligation of the technical for the two teams 

to referees instructions ensure the success of the management game" 

in the  

last range.  

2 - in what related to  football referees "second-class" : 

- As is on the axis of the "possibilities constraints" were phrases figures 

(2.9), which provides that "no appropriate care for referees" " 

exchanging of material incentives for excellent referees" respectively 

.. in first range "repeated" in the phrase No. (8), which provides " 

few training places and are distant from my residence "in the last 

range. As in related to the axis of the "constraints of the technical 

aspects" were the phrase (No. 22), which provides that "sessions are 

held for the development of the level of foreign language among 

rulers" in the first range, whereas the phrase (No. 17), which 

provides that "the organization of good and sufficient preparation 

period to  upgrade physical and technical level of referees  before the 

beginning of the sports season" in the last range. 

- In is on the-axis of "constraints of administrative aspects, "The 

phrase(No. 27), which provides that" no insurance umbrella to 

referees in cases of retirement and medical cases "in the first range, 
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whereas the phrase (No. 32), which provides that "there is constant 

contact between the main committee referees and subsidiary 

committees referees " in the last range.  

- On the axis-related to "obstacles to the practice place, "The 

phrase(No. 37), which provides that" football stadiums surrounded 

by walls .. including guaranteed not to disrupt the match in many 

often "in the first range , whereas the phrase (No. 35), which 

provides that" soccer stadium equipped good  legally  .. to ensure the 

success of the game "in the last range. 

- In the axis related to " obstacles of external influences on referees 

"came the phrase (No. 46), which provides that" highlighting some of 

the various media to the negative aspects of referees toout positive 

"in the first range, whereas the phrase (No. 43), which provides that 

"the obligation of the technical of the two teams to referees 

instructions to ensure the success of the management of the game" in 

the last range.  

3 - in what related to football referees "first class" : 

- In what related to  the axis of " possibilities obstacles, "The phrase 

(No. 9), which provides material incentives are disbursed to excellent 

referees" in the first range, Whereas the phrase (8), which provides 

that "the lack of training places and its distance from my residence" 

in the last range.   

- To respect to the axis of the " constraints of technical aspects" phrase 

No. 22, which states "will be holding training courses for the 

development of standard of foreign language  to the referees" in the 

first range  While the phrase (No. 10), which provides that "the 

rulers will be distributed to the manage of matches in the light of the 

importance of the match and efficient of the referee" in the last 

range. In what related to the axis of " constraints of administrative 

aspects, "The phrase (No. 27), which provides that" no insurance 
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umbrella to referees in cases of retirement and medical cases "in the 

first range , While the phrase (No. 32), which provides that "there is 

constant contact between the key committee referees and subsidiary 

committees referees " in the last range. 

- In the axis related to “ obstacles to the practice, "The phrase (No. 

39), which provides that" rooms for clothes take off  for referees be 

well-prepared "in the first range, whereas the phrase (No. 38), which 

provides "good night lighting in many stadiums enables the match 

referee from the management of the game well" in the last range.  

- In what related to the axis of “obstacles of external influences on 

referees "came the phrase (No. 44), which provides that" some 

players are ignorant to the new amendations  in football law .. 

problems occur "in the first range, whereas the phrase (No. 43), 

which provides that" the obligation of the technical for the two teams 

to referees instructions ensure the success of the management game 

"in the last range.  

4 - Differences exist not to statistically function at the level of moral 

(05.0) between responses categories core sample research of 

football referees (third class, second class, First Class) in all 

axes questionnaire under discussion .. except axis "obstacles of 

practice place," where there are differences statistically 

indicative of the level of moral (05.0). 

5 - Differences exist statistically function at the level of moral (05.0) 

between the responses of a sample search referees third class 

and first-class referees, and for the benefit of first-class referees 

responses, as well as between the responses of the first and 

second class referees, and for the benefit of  First Class while 

differences exist statistically inexhaustible function at the level 

of moral (05.0) between the responses of a sample search third 

class referees and second-class referees.  

- Recommendations: 
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Ahead of the search results -  the researcher recommends the 

following: 

- Increasing financial revenue from the management of matches for 

football referees in different grades.  

- Provide a minimum level of health care for football referees in different 

grades. 

- Providing uniforms, tools and special devices for football arbitration at 

affordable prices. 

- Exchange material incentives for rulers and the privileged. 

- Lasting and continuing technical evaluation of the level of  referees over 

the sports season. 

- Planning sessions and studies to refine regularly and lasting for football 

referees in different grades. 

- Connected objective tests serve as a good scale for the new referees, 

and as an effective means of promotion tests for different degrees. 

- Holding various sessions to upgrade the referees capabilities level in 

dealing to technological innovations in the field of football arbitration.  

- Holding sessions for the development of the English language level to 

referees in different grades. 

- Need to communicate to the technical and managerial skills to work on 

the permanent development of working  system of key referees 

committee or subcommittees.  

- Organizing symposiums and conferences of trying to identify current 

problems and find solutions and suggestions.  

- Climate stability and the development of clear fixed, criteria for the 

selection of the arbitration committees and specially the subsidiary.  

- Increase awareness of media and popular of the importance and the 

role of referees as a factor of success and progress football.  
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- Providing the necessary requirements for successful management of the 

referee to the game to regard to the practice place in terms of (legal 

playground, lighting, take off rooms, providing factors of security and 

safety, tools of the game. 

- Planning sufficient prepration period to raise the physical and 

technical level of referees before the beginning of the sports season 

in different grades. 


